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ABSTRACT
Huge interest in controlling and manipulating electromagnetic
waves is recently and strongly evolving, mainly due to the growing
demand of reliable technologies in several application fields, such
as communications, healthcare, military and safety. Despite the
plethora of technologies existing nowadays, limitations are still
present, such as limited speed, low response control, narrow band-
width, and large dimensions of electronic devices. In this scenario,
new engineered materials with unprecedented electromagnetic
properties (i.e., MetaSurfaces) can represent a very suitable tech-
nology solution.

In this paper, a MetaSurface structure is modelled, designed,
manufactured and experimentally tested, to be used in several appli-
cations. Specifically, results are presented for (i) advanced medical
diagnostics, (ii) enhance communication signals along curvilinear
paths (i.e., bend optical fibers) and (iii) cloaking applications. Ex-
perimental results reveal that the MetaSurface can fully manipulate
and process electromagnetic waves at will. The proposed structure
appears to be highly versatile and scalable, with great potential to
be used for many other practical applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Manipulating electromagnetic waves recently attracted great at-
tention in different industrial sector [1–3] i.e., telecommunications,
computing and storage data, sensing and diagnostics. Traditional
designs have been extensively used, such as interferometers, waveg-
uides, gratings, plasmonics, cavities/resonators, and the most recent
Metamaterials [4]. Even if they possess some advantages (i.e. speed,
low-cost, high sensitivity and selectivity), some limitations are still
present like the relatively large physical dimensions, high losses
and not easy to be manufactured [5].

Leveraging on such considerations, MetaSurfaces [6] have found
great potential in controlling and manipulating electromagnetic
waves at will. Such materials are composed of metallic or dielectric
inclusions, either periodically or randomly dispersed in an array
configuration, whose physical dimensions and spatial periodicity
are much smaller as compared to the operative wavelength. They
present further advantages as compared to their Metamaterial coun-
terpart such as (i) the reduction of undesirable losses and real-time
response control [7], (ii) advanced integration and miniaturiza-
tion [8], that makes the fabrication process readily achievable for
many on-chip applications, and (iii) the scalability and implemen-
tation among different frequencies from microwave to optics [9].
Despite such advantages, electrically ultrathin MetaSurfaces (i.e.,
thickness much smaller than wavelength) cannot fully manipulate
wave, due to the fact they exhibit intrinsic losses, narrow bandwidth
operation, limited scattering cross sections, and low efficiency. For
this reason, in this work a new designed and manufactured mate-
rial, namely, Curvilinear MetaSurface, will be presented. It aims
to control wave properties over arbitrary shape objects to realize
practical devices for communications and sensing applications.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first evaluate
the MetaSurface electromagnetic properties through its Impedance
Z and admittance Y distribution; then, we link them with its phys-
ical dimensions. Once the MetaSurface is properly developed, an
overview of the manufactured MetaSurface structure will be pre-
sented in Section 3, along with the experimental setup used to test
it. In Section 4, the realized MetaSurface will be experimentally
tested for different purposes i.e., (i) high sensitivity and selectivity
sensors and imaging systems for advanced medical diagnostics;
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Figure 1: (a) Curvilinear MetaSurface deposited on an homo-
geneous dielectric slab; (b) Unit-cell and dimensions i.e., l
side-length, w strip width, t thickness, d slab thickness, εr
substrate permittivity; (c) Equivalent dielectric multi-layer
model; (d) Non-Uniform-Transmission-Line (NUTL) model
for Curvilinear MetaSurfaces.

(ii) enhance transmission channels and signals across sharp and
bent corners; (iii) cloaking of 3D objects for defense and military
applications. Finally, conclusions are drawn at the end of the paper.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we aim to link the propagation properties of the
impinging wave with electric E and magnetic H components, with
the structure electromagnetic characteristics (i.e., constitutive pa-
rameters) through its Impedance and Admittance Z (r) and Y (r),
respectively. As previously mentioned, electrically ultrathin Meta-
Surface, based on arrays of metallic inclusions and their Babinet-
inverted counterparts are not fully reliable in light manipulation
and processing. Since the aim of this paper is to achieve a full wave
propagation control, the MetaSurface is considered having finite
(yet small) thickness.

Let us consider a curved MetaSurface structure as the one de-
picted in Figure 1 (a). It is composed by patches as the ones in
Figure 1 (b), either metallic or dielectric, deposited on a grounded
dielectric substrate. For simplicity, the slab has thickness t , homo-
geneous permittivity εslab and permeability equal to that one of
the free-space i.e., µslab = µ0. The top layer is air with permittiv-
ity ε0 and permeability µ0, from where the electromagnetic wave
impinges with an incident angle θi .

Since the MetaSurface has a finite thickness, we can model it
as a non-homogeneous dielectric slab of permittivity ε(r) and/or
magnetic permeability µ(r) as depicted in Figure 1 (c), where r is the
position vector. By using Non-Homogeneous Transmission-Line
Model (NHTLM), either the electric or magnetic component can be
described as voltage V (r) and current I (r), respectively, as depicted

in Figure 1 (d): 
∂V (r)
∂r

= Z (r) I (r)

∂I (r)
∂r
= Y (r)V (r)

(1)

Once we know the Impedance Z (r) and Admittance Y (r) dis-
tributions, we need to relate them to the real structure physical
properties (namely, substrate thickness, inclusions dimensions and
spatial periodicity). To evaluate the total impedance of the struc-
ture, let us break-down the design process in three main elements
to design, each of them plays a crucial role in the manipulation
and processing of the wave. As known, when a wave is imping-
ing on metallic (dielectric) patches, a time-varying magnetic (H)
component (in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the
unit-cell) and an electric (E) component (in the dielectric gaps) are
both produced. Along the structure, currents are induced by such
components, namely the electric Je(r) = n × H(r), equivalent mag-
netic Jm(r) = −n × E(r) and electric displacement Jd(r) = ε(r)E(r).
We can relate the vector components (i.e., electric E(r), magnetic
H(r) and currents J(r)) to their circuit elements counterparts (i.e.,
voltage V , current I , Resistance R, Inductance L, and Capacitance
C). Therefore, the related Impedance Z (Admittance Y ), depicted in
Figure 2 (b), reads [13]:

Zunit−cell =
jωLtot

1 − ω2LtotCtot
. (2)

For a single-layer ultrathin MetaSurface, only transverse cur-
rents are induced, symmetrically radiating on both sides of the
MetaSurface and limiting the efficiency of the device. Therefore, a
single ultrathin MetaSurface is equivalent to a shunt (parallel) reac-
tance, which can only introduce a discontinuity on the transverse
magnetic field. To determine a discontinuity also on the transverse
electric field, it is necessary to introduce an impedance element in
series by using a separation layer, typically a dielectric substrate,
as depicted in Figure 2 (c). In this way all the boundary conditions
are fully satisfied i.e., parallel and series impedances form T- or Π-
network circuit, whose impedance, shown in Figure 2 (d), is:

Ztot =
Zunit−cellXc

Zunit−cell + 2Xc
. (3)

Finally, in previous works it has been assumed that coupling
phenomenawas detrimental in controlling the wave phase. Here, on
the contrary, where the focus is the control of amplitude and phase
at the same time, both intra- and inter -layer couplings cannot be
neglected. In presence of more than one structure (Figure 2 (e)), the
adjacent structures result magnetically and/or electrically coupled.
In Figure 2 (f), the coupling phenomena are equivalent to mutual
inductance ZM and/or mutual capacitance ZC , respectively as [15]:

ZM = jωL +
jωLZtotk

2

jωL + Ztotk2
, (4)

and

ZC = εsubl
K
(√

1 − k2
)

K (k)
. (5)

Finally, we relate the circuit elements of the impedance (i.e., re-
sistance, inductance and capacitance) to the physical dimensions
of the structure. Their evaluation is strictly related to the struc-
ture shape/geometry and the frequency range used: they are called
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Figure 2: Unit-cell features: (a) Top Metallic (Bottom dielectric) layer; (b) Equivalent Circuit Model; (c) Perspective view of the
unit-cell; (d) Full Impedance Model; (e) Side-view of the MetaSurface structure with adjacent cells; (f) Intra- and Inter- layer
coupling effects equivalent circuit model.

“geometrical” and “additional” terms, respectively. Regarding the ge-
ometrical terms, by using formulas coming from electro-statics [13]
and magneto-statics [14], both capacitance and inductance can be
evaluated. The total inductance can be written as the sum of two
contributions i.e., (i) the self-inductance Lsel f of the loop and (ii)
the mutual inductanceM between the three-dimensional arms of
the structure i.e., Ltot = Lsel f (l,w, t) − 4M(l, l −w), where l is the
square side length, t the metal thickness andw the strip width.

The total capacitance can be expressed, instead, as the contri-
bution of three different terms i.e., Ctot = Cд(w, t,д) +Cf (w,д) +
Cs (l,w, t,д), with Cдap as the gap/slot parallel plate capacitance
(i.e., д is the gap distance),Cf r inдinд representing the contribution
of the electric field lines connecting the two gap/slot plates, and
Csuper f icial for the charges on the ring surface. Regarding the ad-
ditional terms, especially at the higher frequencies considered here
(i.e. THz and Infrared), additional energy is stored within the metal:
the inductive inertia of the electrons oscillating in the metal and
the electron potential energy created by separate charges within
the metal, described by an inductive XLadd = jωLadd (l,w, t) and
capacitive XCadd = 1/jωCadd (l,w, t) reactance, respectively [15].

3 MANUFACTURING AND EXPERIMENTAL
CHARACTERIZATION

So far, passive MetaSurfaces with infinitesimal thickness can ma-
nipulate the wave phase with low manipulation capabilities for the
amplitude [16]. A possible solution, to achieve slightly higher con-
trol is the use of isotropic cascaded layers [17]. Unfortunately, such

designs generally require very sophisticated fabrication processes,
mainly relatively big unit-cells dimensions, complicated shapes
and not easily scalable and reusable among different frequency
ranges. The manufacturing technique used here is different from
approaches existing in literature. Such techniques are usually ex-
pensive and restricted to a small area, and is not readily scalable,
especially for complex shapes. The problem is due to the fine size
required for the wavelengths of operation. In this work, instead, we
fabricated and experimentally demonstrated a flexible curvilinear
MetaSurface, whose properties are dictated by both modeling and
design requirements (i.e., Impedance Z , Admittance Y ). Such a new
fabrication technique allows full control of mesh size when going
from a flat structure to the wanted curvilinear shape; and it results
extremely useful and of crucial interest in many practical indus-
trial sectors. Moreover, the same process can be used for different
frequency ranges and replicated for any size and shape.

The MetaSurface consists of two physically separated non- ho-
mogeneous layers i.e., the top layer is an array of metallic square-
shaped particles, instead the bottom layer is its dielectric counter-
part. The conductive grid is facing towards the air region, and the
dielectric one is facing towards the slab region. The two layers
are separated by a homogeneous dielectric substrate of permittiv-
ity εr = 15. The manufacturing process can be divided into three
distinct stages [13] i.e., (i) creation of the grid pattern to obtain
the control of the unit-cell (see Figure 3 (a)); (ii) deposition on the
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dielectric substrate to tailor the thickness effects; (iii) vacuum form-
ing of the curvilinear shape to manage the intra- and inter- layers
couplings (Figure 2 (b)).

The device has been, then, characterized by using the follow-
ing experimental setup (Figure 3 (c)): the MetaSurface device is
illuminated by an electromagnetic source typically waveguide-like
attached to a network analyzer. To detect the output signal along
the device, an NSI planar scanner has been used with a probe posi-
tioned closely to the MetaSurface device. An absorbing layer is used
to bound the entire structure to reduce reflections at the boundaries
along the xy-plane. With this two-port set up (i.e., port 1 the source,
port 2 the probe), both the reflection and transmission parameters
are measured for the device. After the data are acquired, further pro-
cessing is performed by using a similar spectral analysis conducted
in [17]. This has the purpose to decompose the complex signals
into simpler parts, namely radiated, guided and surface waves. The
measured performances agree very well with both simulations and
theory results, predicted by the modeling and design approach.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate how the manufac-
tured MetaSurface can be used for different purposes and applica-
tions i.e., sensing, communications and cloaking.

4.1 Refractive index and Absorption
Measurements in sensing and medical
diagnostics

The primary aim of an electromagnetic sensor is to produce an
output signal, related to the type and/or concentration of the sam-
ple under study. Diseases in biological samples typically induce
structural, biochemical and mechanical variations, implying signifi-
cant modifications in their refractive index and absorption prop-
erties [19]. In other words, the specific disease generates a change
in the electromagnetic properties of the sample under study. The
main aim of the electromagnetic biosensor is to reveal such differ-
ences, by correlating the sample properties to the output signal
characteristics: frequency, amplitude and bandwidth. Micro and
nano biosensors have been recently used for this purpose [20]: sim-
plicity, speed, low-cost, integration and label-free analysis are their
main advantages. Considering the wide range of materials/samples
to investigate, electromagnetic sensors should have additional per-
formance requirements such as: high sensitivity and selectivity,
bio-compatibility and immunity to external disturbances.

In this scenario a crucial role is played by MetaSurface-based
sensors. They operate in the red- and near- infrared (NIR) range of
the electromagnetic spectrum, for two main reasons: first, existing
technologies are bound to the available and commercial laser diodes;
secondly, most of biological material is supposed to induce less
interferences when detecting in the NIR region, compared to the
microwave and visible range. There are further advantages in using
MetaSurface as sensors: they do not require markers to be attached
to the analyte molecules; due to the high confined and localized
field, they can be miniaturized and spatially multiplexed for sensing
multiple substances at the same time, maintaining a fast-response.
By using the proposed design and manufacturing technique, we
realize an IR sensor for advanced sensing and medical diagnostics.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: (MetaSurfacemanufactured: (a) planar grid pattern
creation and deposition on dielectric substrate; (b) vacuum
forming of the curvilinear shape; (c) experimental setup
used to characterize and test the realized MetaSurface.

The aim of the MetaSurface is to correlate the sample properties
(diseases) to the reflection/transmission coefficients characteristics
(amplitude, phase, bandwidth) coming from the MetaSurface. Let
us consider the structure of Figure 2: the top-layer is made of a
Split-Ring-Resonators (SRRs), the bottom one is composed by its
complementary counterpart (Babinet-inverted) Complementary-
SRR (CSRR), separated by a homogeneous dielectric substrate. The
structure Impedance is obtained by following the proposed method,
and consequently fabricated by using the manufacturing process
i.e.:

Zstructure = Ztot

√
1 −

sin2α
Xc

tan
(ω
c
Ztotd

)
. (6)

From the practical point of view, to detect biological alterations,
we made use of two sensing platforms [12]:

(1) Refractive-indexmeasurements [21], Figure 4(a): The de-
vice itself possesses a specific response in terms of frequency
position, amplitude and phase. Once the sample to study is
placed in contact, the overall device characteristics change
as a function of the sample properties. From the frequency
position of the resonant dip, it is possible to discern the
substance that we are looking for. Example of a sensor for
glucose concentration measurements is depicted in Figure 4
(b).

(2) Absorption measurements, Figure 4 (c): The sensor is
placed at a specific distance from the sample. Unlike the
previous situation, changes are detected in the transmis-
sion coefficient magnitude and amplitude width, while the
resonant wavelength position does not change. From the
resonance magnitude and bandwidth, we reveal the sample
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Figure 4: (a) Refractive-Index measurement setup; (b) glu-
cose detection in human bloodstream for different concen-
trations; (c) absorption measurements setup; (d) imaging re-
sult for BMM cells detection.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Experimental Setup used to test a sharp corner
(90-degrees) waveguide; (b) 2D electric field distribution of
both guided- and surface- wave along the waveguide struc-
ture under test.

type and concentration. To this regard, an enhanced imaging
system to detect mouse BMM cells (Bone Marrow derived
Macrophages) in culture [22, 23], based on their absorption
properties, has been developed (Figure 4 (d)).

4.2 Guiding waves around corners
Waveguides and optical fibers are crucial components in integrated
circuits and communication technologies. Structures encountered
in practice often exhibit sharp wedges, vertices, or corners. The
presence of any abrupt discontinuities typically leads to pronounced
losses and consequently high attenuation of the propagating wave.
The possibility to guide electromagnetic waves around corners
and/or discontinuities, without affecting their amplitude and phase,
results of great importance in such systems. Despite the technology
advancements and the variety of achievable devices [24], several
problems are still present, mainly (but not limited to): fixed/narrow
operational bandwidth; connectors geometry and dimensions; com-
plexity in realizing specific refractive index values for core and

cladding structures. Manipulating guided-waves by using MetaSur-
faces is crucial to develop devices for nano-communications andmil-
itary applications, especially where it is important to carry stronger
signals with higher bandwidth and transmission rates as compared
to their counterparts such as optical fibers. Moreover, it will be
possible to develop new high-speed circuits (fast transmission and
data processing), and at the same time reduce dissipation problems
for short- and long-range communications. To bend electromag-
netic waves around discontinuities (sharp 90-degrees corners), we
divided the structure it in three different sub-sections (Figure 5
(a)), and then we manufactured the curvilinear non-homogenous
MetaSurface, accordingly. Sections 1 and 3 are treated as planar
dielectric slab, whose Electric Field pattern is well-known [25].

Section 2 is the curvilinear section whose Impedance can be
found, starting from the Impedance profile, by using the following
Elliptical Cylindrical Coordinates (µ,ν, z) Transformation:

x = a cosh µ cosν
y = a sinh µ sinν
z = z

(7)

Simulations and experimental results are shown in Figure 5 (b).
In Section 1 the energy is trapped inside the slab, the wave prop-
agates with a constant velocity along the propagation direction,
forming a standing wave. At the corner the incidence angle dras-
tically, modifying direction, wave velocity, and the wave pattern
across the slab. For the wave pattern across the entire slab to remain
the same along all the curvature all multiple reflected waves must
add in phase. The structure is made of both metallic and dielec-
tric patterns: this determines a special boundary condition named
Perfect-ElectroMagnetic Conductor (PEMC) [26], where the PEC
is sustained by the High Impedance structure (top metallic layer)
and the PMC is developed by the Low Impedance one (dielectric
layer). In analogy to fluid-dynamics, we can see the curvilinear
MetaSurface channel (around the sharp corner) acting as a narrow
pipe connecting two straight conduits. To go through this tight
channel, fluids should increase velocity to maintain constant the
flux (mass transported across the cross section). In a similar way,
the electromagnetic energy transported across the cross section
must remain constant, therefore the velocities of the wave compo-
nents should change locally (faster externally where the curvature
is larger, slower internally where the curvature is smaller): in this
way the energy is conserved both in amplitude and in phase.

4.3 Surface-wave cloaking
Surface waves exists at the interface between different electromag-
netic media such as: stratified planar structures or even more com-
plicate curved surfaces. Controlling them in complex geometrical
environments is of great importance, especially for communica-
tions (absorption, radiation, invisibility cloaks) and sensing applica-
tions [27]. Approaches used in the past suffer of several drawbacks:
they are dependent on the geometry/shape of the object, not very
suited for electrically large dimensions, rely on material proper-
ties not easy to realize. In this paragraph we focus our attention
on the applications of curvilinear MetaSurfaces for surface-waves
cloaking. find lots of applications in cloaking devices. The aim of
the MetaSurface cloak is to render the object deposited underneath
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Figure 6: (a) Curvilinear MetaSurface realized for Surface-
Wave Cloaking. 2D experimental electric field distribution
for: (b) Flat case (Reference Sample); (c) Homogeneous Di-
electric Slab (No-Cloak Sample); (d) Curvilinear MetaSur-
face (Cloak Sample).

transparent to the impinging electromagnetic wave, letting the
waves propagate undisturbed along their path.

For the cloak, to replicate the EM configuration of the source,
the following curvilinear (r , θ ,ϕ) Impedance distribution has been
designed and realized (Figure 6 (a)) [11]:

αplanar−spher ical =
©«
r2 sinθ r sinθ r sinθ
r sinθ sinθ 1

r 1 r
sin θ

ª®¬ . (8)

For the experimental validation, three different samples are con-
sidered and compared: (i) a flat grounded dielectric slab with ho-
mogeneous permittivity as reference, (ii) the metallic object under
the same homogeneous permittivity layer, and (iii) the metallic
object covered with the Impedance distribution here evaluated. The
performance results of the realized structure is depicted in Figure 6
(b), Figure 6 (c) and Figure 6 (d) for the flat, no-cloak and cloak,
respectively. For the Cloak case, the subunits are arranged so close
to each other like a net, leading to a well-confined electric field
in the dielectric gaps. The intra-layer coupling effects are due to
mutual impedances among adjacent unit-cells generated by the
tangential components of both electric and magnetic fields along
the surface: both Capacitive (Xc ) and Inductive (XL) elements are
the dominant terms in the non-homogeneous Impedance distribu-
tion. Such elements are responsible for the correct reconstruction
of both amplitude and phase of the surface-wave with no shadow
and the object is cloaked.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a new method to realize curvilinear MetaSurface for
light control and manipulation has been presented. Such approach
creates a robust link between arbitrary shape structures and their
analogue material properties in an intuitive manner. As a proof of
concept, a MetaSurface structure has been designed, manufactured

and experimentally tested for sensing, communications and cloak-
ing applications. The tests performed revealed the capability of the
MetaSurface to control simultaneously its electromagnetic prop-
erties (i.e., amplitude, phase and bandwidth) and physical features
(i.e., materials, geometry, and dimensions). Moreover, the structure
appears to be versatile and most importantly scalable for different
frequency ranges and sizes. The proposed design and manufactur-
ing approach can be applied to other industrial applications that
are described via wave equations beyond electromagnetics, such as
acoustics, fluid-dynamics and heat propagation.
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